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Quantum orrelations in topologial quantum phase transitions
Yi-Xin Chen
∗
and Sheng-Wen Li
Zhejiang Institute of Modern Physis, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou 310027, China
We study the quantum orrelations in a 2D system that possesses a topologial quantum phase
transition. The quantumness of two-body orrelations is measured by quantum disord. We alu-
late both the orrelation of two loal spins and that of an arbitrary spin with the rest of the lattie.
It is notable that loal spins are lassially orrelated, while the quantum orrelation is hidden in the
global lattie. This is dierent from other systems whih are not topologially orderd. Moreover, the
mutual information and global quantum disord show ritial behavior in the topologial quantum
phase transition.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 03.65.Vf, 64.70.Tg
I. INTRODUCTION
Topologial phase is a new kind of order that annot be
desribed by the symmetry-breaking theory [1℄. A typi-
al example is the quantum Hall system, whih exhibits
a lot of amazing properties, suh as topologial degener-
ay and frational statistial behaviors . Espeially, the
property of topologial protetion may lead a new way
for quantum omputation [2℄.
Dierent from the quantum Hall system, Kitaev tori
ode model is an exatly solvable spin lattie model that
is topologially ordered [3℄. The system is immune to
small perturbations. The breaking down of the topo-
logial phase happens through a quantum phase tran-
sition [4℄. A lot has been studied about the topologial
quantum phase transition, espeially about the tori ode
model in the present of a magneti eld [5, 6℄.
Conepts of quantum information are borrowed to the
study of quantum phase transition, like entanglement and
delity [7, 8℄. Here, we are interested in the orrelations
in topologial phase , beause the magi power of quan-
tum omputation roots from the strange non-lassial
orrelations.
Entanglement is the most important non-lassial or-
relation in quantum information proessing, suh as
quantum teleportation [9℄. However, some separable
states also have properties that are not ahievable by
lassial methods [10℄. Reent results suggest that these
orrelations may also take eet in quantum omputa-
tion. The lassiation of non-lassial orrelations and
their eets still remains an open problem [11℄.
Quantum disord is a measurement for the quantum-
ness of a pairwise orrelation [10℄. It is based on the
fat that the mutual information has two equivalent def-
initions in the lassial world, while their quantum gen-
erations are not equivalent. Quantum disord is dened
as the minimum of their dierene and measures how
quantum the orrelation is. Besides entangled states,
some separable states also have non-zero quantum dis-
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ord, whih means they are non-lassial. Reent studies
suggest that quantum disord but not entanglement may
be responsible for mixed-state omputation [12, 13℄.
The quantum disord in quantum phase transition
were studied in 1D systems, suh as XXZ-hain and
some other Z2-symmetri 1D spin models [14, 15℄. Dur-
ing the phase transition, quantum disord shows riti-
al behavior at the phase transition point. The study
of quantum disord in thermal Heisenberg system also
shows some dierent behavior from entanglement [16℄.
In this paper, we study the orrelations in Castelnovo-
Chamon model [17℄, whih is a 2D system that shows a
quantum phase transition from a topologially ordered
phase to a magnetized one. It is a deformation of tori
ode model and possesses higher symmetry than other
1D models mentioned above. Both loal spin-spin orre-
lation and that between a spin and the rest of the whole
lattie are alulated. It is notable that in suh a topo-
logially ordered system, quantum disord of loal spins
is always zero in both phases, whih means the loal or-
relations are totally lassial. While the orrelation be-
tween a loal spin and the rest of the lattie behaves
more like a pairwise entangled pure state, and the quan-
tum disord signals ritial point. This is dierent from
previous studies in other models [14, 15, 16℄. Our results
shows that in topologially ordered system, the quantum
orrelation is hidden in the lattie globally by the high
symmetry of the system.
Besides, we alulated the mutual information of the
orrelations in the system. It was pointed out that in
topologially ordered systems, whih have no loal order
parameter, the topologial quantum phase transition an
be signaled by loal properties like the redued delity of
two spins, and it is even more sensitive than the global
delity [18, 19℄. Here, we alulate the mutual informa-
tion, both of the global orrelation and that of two loal
spins. We see that the mutual information ould also
haraterize the ritial behavior.
The paper is organized as follows. In Se. II we briey
review the onept of quantum disord and the basi
properties. In Se. III, we introdue the Castelnovo-
Chamon model. We give the ground state and explain
how it an be mapped to the lassial Ising model. In
2Se. IV, we alulate the quantum disord of loal spin-
spin orrelations, and also that of a loal spin with the
rest of the whole lattie. Conlusion is drawn in Se. V.
II. QUANTUM DISCORD
Quantum disord an be used as a measure of the quan-
tumness of a pairwise orrelation [10℄. In this part, we
briey introdue this onept.
Information is amount of unertainty that an be elim-
inated after we get a measurement result. Mutual infor-
mation I(A : B) desribe the information about A we
gain after the measurement of B, or rather, the infor-
mation that A and B have in ommon [20℄. In lassial
world, there are two equivalent denitions of mutual in-
formation,
I(A : B) = H(A) +H(B)−H(A,B),
J (A : B) = H(A)−H(A|B),
with the Shannon entropy H(·) = −∑i pi log2 pi.
H(A|B) is the onditional entropy, whih is a measure
of how unertain we are about A, averagely, when B
is known. The Bayes' law tells us that p(ai, bj) =
p(ai|bj)p(bj) = p(bj|ai)p(ai), where p(ai|bj) is the on-
ditional probability that desribes the probability to get
ai when we know the value of B is bj . That guarantees
the equivalene of the two denitions above.
However, things are dierent when we generalize the
onepts to the quantum world. We an get the quan-
tum version of I(A : B) easily by replaing H with von
Neumann entropy S(ρ) = −tr(ρ log ρ). While the on-
ept of onditional entropy in fat impliitly alls for a
measurement of B. To get the orresponding J (A : B),
we have to hoose a set of basis {ΠˆBi } to measure sys-
tem B. The state of the system after measurement is
ρi = Πˆ
B
i ρABΠˆ
B
i /pi, where pi = tr(Πˆ
B
i ρABΠˆ
B
i ). With
the knowledge we gain after the measurement, we get
J (A|{ΠˆBi }) = S(ρA)− S(ρAB|{ΠˆBi })
= S(ρA)−
∑
i
piS(ρi). (1)
The value of J (A|{ΠˆBi }) depends on the hoie of {ΠˆBi },
i.e., how we measure B, and therefore may not be equal
to I(A : B) any more. Quantum disord is dened as
the minimum of their dierene,
D(ρ) = min
[
I(A : B)− J (A|{ΠˆBi })
]
. (2)
J (A|{ΠˆBi }) desribes the amount of information of A
ahievable by projetive measurements on B. It an be
proved that D(ρ) ≥ 0. From the derivation above, we see
that the quantum disord of lassial orrelations should
be zero. We an use quantum disord as a measure of
the quantumness of a two-body orrelation.
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Figure 1: (Color online). Demonstration of the model. Spins
lie on the edges (like i, i′, i′′). The nearest spins i, i′ beome
next-nearest in the dual lattie (the dashed line). The red
plaquette and the blue ross represent the plaquette and star
operators. The red line aross the latties represents a prod-
ut of σzi along the non-trivial loop on a torus. The system
is invariant under this transformation.
The quantum disord of states that ontain entangle-
ment is obviously non-zero. It should be emphasized
again that not all separable states are lassial under the
denition of quantum disord. A simple example is ρ =
(|00〉〈00|+ |++〉〈++ |) /2, where |+〉 = (|0〉+ |1〉)/√2.
The quantum disord is non-zero. The information inside
the state annot be fully extrat just by loal projetive
measurements. From the desription above we an see
that the quantum disord of ρAB is zero, if and only if
ρAB has the form of ρAB ∼
∑
piρ
A
i ⊗ΠBi .
III. CASTELNOVO-CHAMON MODEL
Castelnovo and Chamon proposed a model that shows
topologial quantum phase transition [17℄. It is a defor-
mation of Kitaev tori ode model. The Hamiltonian is
H = −λ0
∑
p
Bp − λ1
∑
s
As + λ1
∑
s
exp
(
−β
∑
i∈s
σˆzi
)
,
(3)
where λ0,1 > 0, As =
∏
i∈s σˆ
x
i and Bp =
∏
i∈p σˆ
z
i are
the star and plaquette operators in tori ode model re-
spetively. β is a oupling onstant. The star operator
As ats on the four spins around the vertex s, while the
plaquette operator Bp ats on the four spins on the edges
of the plaquette q, as shown in Fig. 1. We onsider the
problem under the torus boundary ondition.
The ground state an be written down analytially. We
give the state in the topologial setor that ontains the
fully magnetized state |0〉 = | ↑↑↑ · · · ↑〉 as
|GS(β)〉 = Z(β)− 12
∑
g∈G
exp
[
β
∑
i
σzi (g)/2
]
g|0〉, (4)
with Z(β) =
∑
g∈G exp [β
∑
i σ
z
i (g)]. G is the Abelian
group generated by the star operators {As}. So g|0〉 on-
3tains separable spins taking the form like |011110 . . .0〉,
and we an denote eah g|0〉 by a orresponding binary
number as |x〉 (as what we do in the following). σzi (g)
is the value of spin at site i in state g|0〉. The sum in
the exponential term in fat ounts the total magneti
polarization of g|0〉.
It may be not obvious to get Eq. (4) diretly. We an
just put it bak into Eq. (3) and it an be easily heked.
When β = 0 the model redues to the tori ode model.
When β →∞ the ground state beomes the fully magne-
tized referene state |0〉. At βc = (1/2) ln(
√
2 + 1) there
is a seond-order topologial quantum phase transition,
aording to the study of topologial entropy [17℄ and
delity [18, 19℄ in this model.
Furthermore, the value of σzi (g) (note that there is no
hat, it is just an integer number relating to g) of the
ith spin is atually determined by whether the two ends
(s and s′ in Fig. 1) of the ith edge are ated by As(s′)
or not. As A2s = 1, elements of G an be represented
as a onguration of {θs}, where θs = +1 means As
ats on vertex s, while θs = −1 means not. So we get
σzi (g) = θsθs′ . The normalizer in the ground state Eq.
(4) is
Z(β) =
∑
{θs}
exp

β ∑
〈ss′〉
θsθs′

 , (5)
whih is just the anonial partition funtion of 2D las-
sial Ising model without external eld, with the Hamil-
tonian H
Ising
= −∑〈ss′〉 θsθs′ .
As an example, we an alulate the orrelation fun-
tion as
〈GS|σˆzi |GS〉 =
∑
g∈G
σzi (g) exp

β∑
j
σzj (g)


=
∑
{θs}
θsθs′ exp

β ∑
〈ss′〉
θsθs′


(6)
= 〈θ0,0θ0,1〉Ising.
Thus, we an see that the model an be mapped to the
Ising model, whih is exatly solvable [21℄.
IV. CORRELATIONS IN THE LATTICE
In this setion, we disuss the orrelations in the lat-
ties. Both the loal spin-spin orrelation and the global
orrelation between a single spin with the rest of the lat-
tie are onsidered. We nd that the loal orrelations
are lassial, and the quantum orrelation emerges only
when onsidering the whole lattie. In both ases, the
mutual information signals the ritial behavior.
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Figure 2: Mutual information of two nearest spins σzi σ
z
i′′
(the
solid line) and σzi σ
z
i′
(the dashed line) as shown in Fig. 1.
Critial hange happens at βc = (1/2) ln(
√
2 + 1), whih is
in aord with previous studies. The quantum disord of the
two spins are always zero.
A. Loal spin-spin orrelation
Firstly, let us look at the orrelation of two loal spins.
We need to get the redued density matrix of two spins.
The set
{
1
2 σˆ
µ
i σˆ
ν
j
}
, where µ, ν take value 0, 1, 2, 3 and
σˆ0 = 1, ontains 16 matries and they form a omplete
orthonormal basis for 4×4 Hermitian matries under the
Hilbert-Shmidt inner produt (A,B)
H-S
≡ tr(A†B) [20℄.
Conveniently, the redued density matrix an be wirtten
as the expansion of the basis set
{
1
2 σˆ
µ
i σˆ
ν
j
}
[18, 22℄,
ρˆij =
1
4
3∑
µ,ν=0
〈σˆµi σˆνj 〉σˆµi σˆνj , (7)
where 〈σˆµi σˆνj 〉 = Tr(ρˆGSσˆµi σˆνj ) = tr(ρˆij σˆµi σˆνj ) is the inner
produt of ρˆij and σˆ
µ
i σˆ
ν
j .
Furthermore, most terms above an be eliminated be-
ause of the symmetry of the system. Draw a losed
loop through the torus arbitrarily (as the red line shown
in Fig. 1), and dene a orresponding transformation
Pˆ = ∏line σˆzi . The Hamiltonian Eq. (3) is invariant
under the transformation Pˆ . Also, ρˆij should ommute
with any Pˆ. Only the terms 1, σˆzi , σˆzj and σˆzi σˆzj ould
exist, so we get
ρˆij =
1
4
(
1+ 〈σˆzi 〉(σˆzi + σˆzj ) + 〈σˆzi σˆzj 〉σˆzi σˆzj
)
. (8)
The density matrix is diagonal. It an be written in the
form of ρˆij ∼
∑
pnρn ⊗Πn. Aording to what we have
seen in Se. II, the quantum disord of ρˆij is zero. That
means the orrelations between any two loal spins are
always lassial. This is quite dierent from other studies
of quantum disord in the phase transition of 1D systems
that are not topologially ordered [14, 15, 16℄, where the
quantum disord of loal spins shows dierent behavior
in dierent phase areas and exhibits ritial behavior.
4This roots from the high symmetry of the topologially
ordered system. This 2D system exhibits higher symme-
try than other 1D Z2-symmetri models [14, 15℄. The
system is onserved under the transformation of Pˆ along
any losed loop, whih eliminates all non-diagonal terms.
So the quantum disord is zero in the topologial phase
area. It was stated in Ref. [2℄ that in a topologially
ordered system, all observable properties should be in-
varint under smooth deformations (dieomorphisms) of
the spae-time manifold, whih means the only loal op-
erator that has nonvanishing orrelation funtions is the
identity. For example, in tori ode model, only iden-
tity exists in the expansion Eq. (7) and ρˆij ∼ 1 ⊗ 1,
whih means loal spins are even unorrelated. While
the other phase area where β →∞ is a fully magnetized
phase, whih obviously only ontains lassial informa-
tion of probability . This is why loal orrelations are
lassial in both phases.
Besides, it was stated that topologial quantum phase
transition annot be desribed by the symmetry-breaking
of a loal order parameter and involves a global rear-
rangement of non-loal orrelations [1℄. However, re-
ent researhes indiated that some onepts in quan-
tum information theory, whih desribe loal properties
although, still signal the singularity in topologial quan-
tum phase transition [5, 17, 18℄. The redued delity
and loal magnetization were studied in the Castelnovo-
Chamon model and the Kitaev tori ode in a magneti
eld and they exhibit ritial behavior of the topologi-
al quantum phase transition. We alulate the mutual
information I of two nearest spins, whih is also a lo-
al property (Fig. 2). The orrelations in ρˆij an be
evaluated with the help of the mapping to Ising model,
as mentioned in Se. III. We an see that the mutual
information of both nearest and next-nearest spins (in
the dual lattie) exhibits ritial behavior. But the next-
nearest mutual information is muh less sensitive.
B. Global orrelation in the lattie
As we have seen in the last part, the orrelations be-
tween loal spins are ompletely lassial in both phases.
In this part, we alulate the orrelation between a loal
spin and the rest of the whole lattie. As the inreasing
of β, the system turns to the magneti phase, and the
orrelation between a loal spin and the lattie beomes
more and more lassial.
To alulate the orrelation of an arbitrary spin de-
noted by k with the lattie, we treat the rest of the lat-
tie as a whole system. We an always rewrite the ground
state as
|GS(β)〉 =
∑
x
ax|x〉|0〉k +
∑
y
by|y〉|1〉k
= a|X〉|0〉k + b|Y 〉|1〉k. (9)
where |X〉 = ∑x ax|x〉 and |Y 〉 = ∑y by|y〉. The x, y
in the basis vetors are the binary number representa-
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Figure 3: Global orrelations between a loal spin and the rest
of whole lattie. Here, the quantum disord (the solid line) is
equal to the entropy of entanglement, and just one-half of the
mutual information (the dashed line) of the pairwise system.
Both the quantum disord and the mutual information show
ritial hange at the phase transition point.
tion of g|0〉 exluding the kth spin, as mentioned in Se.
III. Notie that g|0〉 and g′|0〉(g 6= g′) have at least four
dierent spins. So we are sure that |X〉 and |Y 〉 have
no term in ommon, and 〈X |Y 〉 = 0. Therefore, we an
treat |GS(β)〉 as a simple 2 × 2 entangled state. In this
ase, the quantum disord is equal to the entanglement
of entropy [23, 24℄,
D(ρAB) = I(A : B)/2 = S(A) = S(B). (10)
We alulate it in detail. The oeients ax, by are
superposition oeients in Eq. (4) orrespoindingly. So
the value of a2(b2) is just the Ising partition funtion with
a onstraint that σzk = 1(−1), in another word, θrθr′ =
1(−1), where r and r′ are the nearest verties of spin k.
a2 =
∑
{θs},θrθr′=1
exp

β ∑
〈θsθs′〉
θsθs′

 /Z(β),
b2 =
∑
{θs},θrθr′=−1
exp

β ∑
〈θsθs′〉
θsθs′

 /Z(β). (11)
Notie that a2− b2 is just the nearest orrelation fun-
tion 〈θ0,0θ0,1〉.
〈θ0,0θ0,1〉 =

 ∑
θrθr′=1
eβ
∑
θsθs′ −
∑
θrθr′=−1
eβ
∑
θsθs′

 /Z(β)
= a2 − b2. (12)
Together with a2 + b2 = 1, we an get the value of a, b.
Now we alulate the quantum disord of the ground
state Eq. (9). Instead of doing all the possible projetive
measurement to the spin, equivalently, we implement all
possible loal unitary operations on the spin and then
measure it by {|0〉〈0|, |1〉〈1|}.
5Π0U
†ρˆ
GS
UΠ0 = ρ˜0 ⊗ |0〉〈0|
=
(
a2 cos2 θ2
1
2ab sin θe
iφ
1
2ab sin θe
−iφ b2 sin2 θ2
)
⊗Π0,
Π1U
†ρˆ
GS
UΠ1 = ρ˜1 ⊗ |1〉〈1|
=
(
a2 sin2 θ2 − 12ab sin θeiφ
− 12ab sin θe−iφ b2 cos2 θ2
)
⊗Π1,
where
U =
(
cos θ2 sin
θ
2e
−iφ
sin θ2e
iφ cos θ2
)
. (13)
The unnormalized post-measurement density matries
ρ˜0 and ρ˜1 both have only one non-zero eigenvalue re-
spetively, i.e., λk =
[
a2 + b2 + (−1)k(a2 − b2) cos θ] /2,
where k = 0, 1. That means the onditional information
about the lattie after the measurement of a loal spin is
zero, and J is always equal to the entanglement of en-
tropy S, no matter what measurement we impose on the
loal spin. So the quantum disord is equal to S,
D(ρ
GS
) = J = I/2 = S
= −a2 log a2 − b2 log b2, (14)
where
a2 = (1 + 〈θ0,0θ0,1〉) /2,
b2 = (1− 〈θ0,0θ0,1〉) /2. (15)
The quantum disord and mutual information of the
global orrelation is shown in Fig. 3. Comparing with
that of loal spins orrelation, the quantum disord is not
zero, whih means the quantum orrelation exists in the
lattie globally. It also signals the ritial point in the
phase transition, just like the mutual information. As
the inrease of β, the quantum disord dereases to zero,
whih means the global quantum orrelation disappears
gradually .
In summary, the quantum orrelation hides in the
global lattie. We an only get lassial orrelations be-
tween loal spins. All these results of orrelations seem
to suggest that the ground state of the topologially or-
dered system behaves like a generalized GHZ state. The
quantum information is enoded in the lattie globally
and so it an be proteted better than in other systems.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the orrelations in
Castelnovo-Chamon model. Both loal and global orre-
lations were studied. The orrelations were measured by
quantum disord. As we have seen, loal spins are las-
sially orrelated although the Hamiltonian is so om-
pliated. While the quantum orrelation is hidden in
the lattie globally. This is quite peuliar omparing
with previous studies. We analyzed that these distintive
haraters result from the high symmetry of the 2D topo-
logially ordered system. The spins along any loop on the
torus are Z2-symmetri. This strit onstraint lears the
quantum orrelations between loal spins. Only global
quantum orrelation exists, just like a generalized GHZ
state. We believe that this is a generi property in topo-
logial quantum phase transition beause of the parti-
ular symmetry of topologially order systems, as men-
tioned previously.
Moreover, we alulate the mutual information of two
nearest spins, whih signals ritial behavior of the topo-
logial quantum phase transition. Similar to previous
study of delity, mutual information also works as a lo-
al probe of the topologially ordered phase, although
topologial order annot be desribed by the symmetry-
breaking of loal order parameter. More study is required
for the orrelations in other more realisti systems.
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